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ABSTRAar 

Two methods of ' overooming the difficulties inlJerent in 
simulating large telephone exchanges on a medium size 
computer are proposed and illustrated with regard to a 
particular ezchange. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The necessity for simulation 

A study was required to decide if various trunking 
proposals for a large telephone exchange , would meet the 
grade of service specification. The normal approach 
would be a calculation of the grade of service using 
probability theory. The calculation approach proved 
unsuccessful, however, due to the size of the exchange, 
and it was,' therefore, decided to evaluate the system by 
simulation. 

1.2 Simulation method 

The simulation was to be an event-by-event simulation 
controlled by the Algol Simulator Packaga A.S.P. which is 
a development from the Elliott Simulator Package (ref. 1). 
The critical part of this package with respect to the 
present discussion is that a list of future ev'ents and 
associated parameters is held in core store , an~since 
the mean number of such events approximately equals the 
traffic in erlangs in the system, a high traffic system 
will require a large list of the order of at least four 
times the traffic. The computer will also require 
storage to mark the busy/tree . states of the exchange 
links, and again a large system will require a large 
amount of storage, although this effect can be partially 
nullified by packing techniques. If sufficient core 
storage is available the difficulty of exchange simulation 
is relatively independent of size of exchange. In the 
present case, however, as the available core store was 
32K woras alLd the exchange traffic was of the order of 
20000 erlangs, normal techniques were useless and al ter
native methods had to be implemented. The possible 
alternatives are discussed below. 

1.3 Circumvention of lack of core store 

1 .3.1 Remote working on a large computer 

This solution was feasible but had the following disadvan
tages:-

(1) The simulator package would probably have to be 
altered to suit the computer chosen. 

(2) Indire,ct working increases the' difficulty of debug
ging the programme which can be a major diffioulty 
in large simulations. 

(3) The difficulty of obtaining time when and as requir~ 

1.3.2. Stratification 

If a technique could be evolved to use a mixture of 
simulation and calculation, i.e. stratifioation, the 
system to be simul~ted could be reduced to suit the 
core storage available. The disadvantage here was lack 
of experience in such techniques and, as a consequence, 

' inability to judge the effeot of the assumptions on the 
accuracy of the resuits. 

1.3.3 Use of backing store 

If the simulator package could be modified to hold a 
large part of the future events list on backing store 
the simulation could be run on the 32K computer. 'The 
disadvantages were:-



(1) The use of backing store would certainly slow the 
speed of simulation, perhaps to an exce~sive degree. 

(2) The available backing store was magnetic tapes which 
are unsuitable for random access. 

The first of the above methods was not considered viable 
but success has been ,achieved with the latter two using 
techniques which are described more fully below after 
some background description of the exchange trunking. 

1 .4 Exchange trunking 

The system oonsidered was a trunk transit exchange as 
desoribed below. The basic modules of the system are 
Transmission Switohing Networks (TSN) and Dispersors 
whioh are shown in Figures 1 and 2 respeotively. A set 
of 8 dispersors makes a Traffio Switch which, together 
with its assooiated TSN's make up a Traffio Switching Unit 
(TSU) as shown in Figure 4. The ell:ohange considered 

bLd 16 TSU's giving 24516 inooming and outgoing termina'
tions. A~rat 0 switch made up from the half dispersors 
shown in ,Fi e 3 will have only 16 associated TSN's 
instead 0 2 as in the full ' dispersor oase but, by 
combining pairs of half dispersors, as shown by the 
oommonin8s in Figure 3, the full size TSU may be obtained. 
The advantage of the half dispersor configuration is 
that it allowB ~' smaller expansion stages as the exohange 
grows to its full .size. Two types of interoonnection 
pattern of TSN's to traffic switohes were considered. 

( 1) Each TSlI B switch has one link to eaoh of the eight 
dispersors in the Traffic Swi toh. 

(2) The TSN B pitohes are taken pairs to give 16 links 
to each of the 8 dispersors in the Traffio Switch. 

The simulation was required to evaluate the four possible 
oonfigurations given by the two types of dispersor and 
the two inter-oonnec!iion patterns, and for line traffio 
in the range 0.15 - 0.9 erlangs. The main points to 
note for later clarity are that a oall from an inooming 
trunk must use one of a set of 128 BD switches each of 
whioh has one link leading to one of a set of 128 en 
switches which oan see the t erminating trunk, and that 
the link pattern by which the terminating trunk sees its 
128 CD switches is the same as that by which an inooming 
trunk in the full dispersor case sees its 128 AD switohes. 

2. STRATIFICATIOll 

2.1 Disoussion 

In order to introduoe stratifioation a parameter or set 
of pa.:ra.meters subject to the following two constraints 
needs to be found. Firstly it must be possible to 
devise a caloulation whioh uses the parameters to obtain 
the grade of service and seoondly the parameters must be 
obtainable from a partial simulation of the system. As 
explained above any call must pass through one of a set 
of 128 CD swi tohes (the partioular set depends on the 
~tiouiar ' 0111) and if the probability distributions 
or the number of this set aooessible both from the inlet 
and outlet were known these would serve as the required 
parameters. The first of the above oonstraints oould 
ee.ailJ" be satisfied with certain assumptions, as the 
gn.de or servioe would be given by the probability that 
the switohes acoessible from the inlet were disjoint 
from those aocessible from the outlet. The second 
oonstraint oould be satisfied sinoe the distributiQns 
'oould be obtained by only simulating calls arising on, 
BlI\Y;, one TSN. This was the method used anq a fuller 
account of the partial simulation and the calculation 
will now be given. 

2.2 Partial Simulation 

The system actually simulated oonsisted of one TSN and 
its associated traffic switch of 8 dispersors. The 
outlet links of the dispersor BD switches were grouped 
into 16 sets o£ 12·8 links, one set to each TSU. When a 
oall arises on an inle~ random choice of TSU is made 
for a destination and the busy/fr~e pattern of the links 
is examined to find:-
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(1) How many of the 128 dispersor AD switohes are aooes 
sible from the inlet. 

(2) How many of the suitable 128 dispersor BD switoh out
lets are free and accessible to the inlet; this will 
equal the number of dispersor CD switohes in the out
going TSU which are accessible from the inlet. 

(3) A path for the call, which is then busied. 

Sinoe the single TSN only feeds 1~8 inlets of the 8 
dispersors the simulation programme introduces 'pseudo' 
tr~fic on the remaining 1920 inlets. This traffio 'is 
generated by the normal simulation process to load the 
dispersor links to the corr ect occupanoy but is 'pseUdo' 
in the sense that it is generated on the dispersor inlets 
and cannot be usee to oolleot samples for the switoh 
histograms i.e. for 'pseudo' calls only ·item 3 above is 
used in the call set-up process. 

Note that the above desoription needs to be 'modified in 
tha half dispersor case where there are only ~' AD switohes 
oonneoted to the inlet. 

The output from the simulation oonsists of histograms of 
the number of CD switches in: the outgoing ~SU and the 
number of AD switches in the incoming TSU seen by the 
originating trunk. Since in the whole ditJpersor trunking 
the incoming and outgoing TSN interconneotion pattern and 
traffic loading are identical the second histogram oan 
be taken as an estimate of the number of CD sw.1-tches 
accessible to the terminating trunk. . In the half 
dispersor case since the inter-oonnection pattern is 
different the terminating histogram was estimated frao:..& 
full dispersor simulation, run at the same traffic loading 
on the inlets. 

2.3 Calculation 

If the inlet trunk sees 'm' CD switches and the outlet 
trunk sees 'h' eD Jswitches a loss will ooour if there are 
no CD switches which are seen by both inlet 'and outlet. 

The pr~~,~)~ (fat::~i7J ';1 
grade of service _ !. I.: p(1It1f\). 0(,..). R{,,). 

"--0 ".D 
where Q(m) is probability t~ the inlet .~~ ,m CD switches 
and R(n) is probamility that the outlet sees n OD switches. 
Q(m) and R(n) are obtained from the simula.tion histograms. 

2.4 Assumptions 

The following three assumptions are made in the above: 

(1) That using the incoming his'Cogram as an estimate of 
the outgoing distribution is valid. 

• 

• 

( 2 ) That the h!s-tcgrams are independent. 

(3) That all patterns of accessible switches are equi- • 
probable. 

The seoond assumption is oonsidered reasonable for the 
present exercise since one histogram is a function of 
the traffic on one TSN whereas the other may be affected 
by the total ·traffic on ·the TSU and the ratio of these 
traffics is 1:16. The first assumption was necessitated 
by the size of system that could be easily simulated and 
will only be justified by results. The t hird assumption 
is usual for this type of calculation 

2.5 Validation 

An attempt was made to justify the methods used by simula
ting the small exchange shown in Fig. 5. In this 
exchange the basio switch size is one quarter of that in 
the above system and a TSU now consists of 8 TSN and 4 
dispersors. Complete and strafi£ied simulations were 
both carried out. In the complete simulation i~ was 
possible to colleot the actual terminating trunk histogram 
instead of estimating it as was required with the large 
exchange. The results of this compari'son are discussed 
later. 
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3. MODIFIED A.S.P. 

Before discussing the changes made' to the A.S.P. list 
process a slight digression will be made to clarify some 
of the underlying concepts. 

3.1 Rea ps and diamonds. 

A heap is a partially ordered set of elements wherein the 
least element is the first and all other elements are such 
that tile rth element is gr$ter than or equal to the 
(r~2) element. If the elements are considered as 
arranged in rows wherein each row has twice as many 
elements as the preceding one then, by the above relation, 
each element is ordered with r -espect to one element in 
the row above and two in the row below whereas the order
ing along a row is arbitrary. With this type of struct
ure new element s can be added to the heap or the least 
element extracted and the heap structure restored with 
a minimum of reshuffling and a set of Algol procedures 
HEAPSORT (Ref. 2) are available to operate thus on heaps. 
The A. S.P. future events list is such a heap and HEAPSORT 
is used to insert or extract items. 

Now consider two such heaps each with the last row full 
and such that one has one row fewer than the other and 
let these be placed back to back so that a diamond iike 
structure· is obtained. For element~hup to and including 
the centre row let, as befor!rt the r element be greater 
than or equal to the (r + 2) element and for elements 
from ti}d including the centre row down to the last let 
the r element be less than or ~ual to the 

(n +1 - (n + 1 - r) ~ 2) 
element where n is the number of elements in the diamond. 
With this structure, as before the least element is the 
first and, if the diamond is full, the maximum element 
is the last. The number of elements in a diamond is, 
of course, rHstricted to the set 

(3.2 - 2) n - 0,1,2,3 ----
Procedures similar to HEAPSORT were written to manipulate 
diamonds as EEAPSORT manipulates heaps. By means of 
these procedures two full diamonds mBiY be made disjoint 
(at most touohing) b;, exchanging the maximum element of 
one with the minimum of the other until the maximum of 
the first is less than or equal to the minimum of the 
second. 

3.2 The Backing Store List 

The diamonds described above are the units of information 
used in magnetic tape transf~s. There is, however, 
still the problem of sorting the magnetic tape list as 
diamonds are transferred to and from the tape. The 
sorting is done by holding the list on tape as a heap 
in which the elements of the heap are diamonds. This is 
possible since the HEAPSORT procedures all reduce finally 
to tests of the form '!if AE B then store A in position X 
else store B". If A and B are diamonds and are disjoint 
then the test is simple. If they are not disjoint they 
can be disjoined and although there are now two new 
diamonds A' and B', since all the r .elationships are 
orderings the process is consistent. The list was held 
on two magnetic tapes with one tape holding even rows of 
the heap and the other odd rows to avoid waiting for tape 
rewinds. To cope with overwriting information in the 
middle of a tape file the following procedure was adopted. 
Consider a new diamond entering the heap. This requires 
that, after sorting, a number of blocks are written at 
a point beyond which there is no required information. 
Then t bese blocks are written as normal followed by two 
4": erasure blocks and a tape mark. ' The tape marks are 
ufied as pointers to the individual diamonds. When a 
diamond had to be overwri t t en the tape was positioned 
by finding the appropriate tape mark, i.e. that written 
with the previous diamond on the file, and the new blocks 
wri tten followed by one 4" erasure. Since the diamonds 
have always the same amount of information the writing 
process should terminate near the centre of the original 
a" erasure and any variation in the length of tape used 
should not be sufficient either to overwrite the 
following tape mark or to not overwrite the previous 
information. One other precaution was ' required. If a 
write failure occurred, i.e. non pari ty, the computer 
system programmes allowed for possible bad p.ortions of 
tape by repeated erasure and re-writing farther along the 
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tape. Up to a maximum of 40" of erasUre was perm! tted 
before abandonning. This would have been catastrophic and 
the system pribgrammes were altered to remove this contin
gency. 

3.3 The core store list 

The simulator package holds three diamonds A, B and C in 
core store. Originally C .is not used and elements are 
inserted into or extracted from diamond A with an over
flow process taking place to B such that if A is not full 
B is empty and if A is full any element of A is less than 
or equal to any element of B. When B is full it is 
sorted up into the magnetic tape list and a record is kept 
of the minimum element pn magnetic tape. As the simula
tion progresses this time will be reached and then the 
first diamond on tape is brought down into C and the tape 
1!i.st ·re-heaped. Now A, Band C are all being used and the 
insertion and extraction process becomes slightly more 
complex. 

3.3.1 Insertion 

If A is not full then: 

(1) If C is empty or C full then insert to A. 

(2) If C partially full and the new element less 
than or equal to maximum in C then insert to C,. 
otherwise insert to A. 

If A is full then: 

(3) If C is empty, or partially full with new element 
greater tHan maximum in C, then insert to A with 
overflow to B. 

('4) If C partially full and new elEinent less than or 
equal to maximUlJl in C then insert to C. 

(5) If C full and maximum in C greater than maximum in 
A then insert to C and overflow to B else insert to 
A and overflow to B. 

3.3.2 Extraction 

The least time element lIl8\Y be in A or C or on magnetic 
tape but the last possibility may only oocur when C is 
empty due to insertion process used and this condition 
has been discussed above. The process in the other 
cases is the normal extraction and re-heaping prooess on 
the appropriate diamond with the addition in the case of 
diamond A that, if B was non-empty, the minimum element of 
B is transferred down to A. 

3.4 Remarks. 

The above discussion covers the modified package which 
was named the Magnetio Tape Algol Simulator Package 
(M.T.A.S.P.) It IDBiY have been noticed that no mention 
has been made of the identity of the event or the assoc-
iated parameters. This has been done deliberately to 
avoid obscuration. In, fact, the elements of the above 
diamonds are blocks o~ storage words containing as well 
as t ime the other information, but the sorting process 
is only used on the time location. Also since: ,there can 
be no real protection against Magnetic Tape read or write 
failures tne simulation programme had the facility to 
dump both the magnetic tape list and the core store and 
this dumping was performed at intervals during the run so 
that a non-recoverable failure would only nullify part of 
the run. 

4. SIMULATION' OF ElCCHANGES 

Using the stratified technique the four proposed tr~ 
for the exchange were simulated for a range of traffios 
0.75(0.05)0.90 per trunk and on the basis of these results 
the half-dispersor trunking using interconnection patte~ 
2 above was chosen because it met the grade of service 
specification and save easy expansion and marking. This 
particular trunking was t hen simulated in total using 
M.T.A.S.P. for the range of traffios 0.8 (0.05)0.9. 

5. RESULTS AND COMMHfTS 

The results of the small exchange validation exercise and 
the comparison of full and stratified simulation on the 
large exchange are shown in Taples 1 and 2 respectively. 



In both cases .the range quoted is the 9~ confidence limits 
for the simulation, i.e. it would be expected that if the 
simulations were re-run with different random number 
streams the results would be in this range 95 times out 
of 100. The validation results are quti:e reasonable 
though the,y suggest that the second assumption of para. 

difference of 0.9~. From this viewpoint the results are 
very encouraging and it is felt that stratification of 
this. type could become a useful tool in the simulation of 
large exchanges especi~ly in casss like the above where • 
it is being used comparatively at the design stage where 
speed of simulation is more important than a ·bsolute 

2.4 is invalid. This was to be expected since the 
traffic ratio discussed in para. 2.4 has now changed from 
1:16to1:4. 

In the main comparison results in Table 2 there is no 
oVerlap in the 95% confidence range for any result. If 
however, a graph of grade of service against carried 
traffic is drawn for each simulation, the carried traffic 
correspondi ng to the required grade of service of 0.02 
may be found. These traffics are 0.84 for the full sim
ulation and 0.848 for the stratified, i.e. there is a 

TABLE .J-

accuracy. 

In conclusion the author would like to thank his collea~ 
gues for their assistance in this project especially 
Messrs. J.L. & J.R.W. Smith, J:O. Savage and G.L. Tyler. 
Permission to publish from the Plesse,y CompaQY is also 
acknowledged. 
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Ref. 2. Communications of the A.C.M. Vol 7 No 6 June 1964 

SMALL EXCHANGB (see Pig; 5) 

PBOMBILITY 01' LOSS !'BOM IlARKBD INLB'l' TO IIARKBD 0UTLB'l' 

~o/ ~. 'BD' __ Swi:~ Availability Limited 'BD' CJwitch Availability 

,Brlangs) 
~ss A x102 Loss a x102 Loss C'x102 Loss J x102 Loss I xi 02 Loss C' x10';. 

0.5 0.69 :!: 0.06 0.90 :!: 0.06 0.59 :!: 0.07 1.33 :!: 0.08 2.'5 :!: 0.09 1.7lt.:!:0.22 

0.6 ~.6O :!: O.1lt. '.55 :!: 0.1} 2.67 :!: 0.'7 It..15 :!: 0.18 6.55 :!: 0.18 5.40 :!: 0.5C 

0.7 ~.O' :!: 0.27 9.80 :!: 0.21 8.20 :!: 0.77 9.60 :!: 0.28 .... .40 :!: 0.26 1'.82 :!: 0.B14 

Loss A is the loss obtained tl'Olll 1'ull. simulation by oounting loss oalls. 

Loss B is the loss obtained trom full simulation by histosraa teohDique. 

Loss C is the loss obtained trom stratified simulation. 

STRATIFIED yERSUS FULL 

Traffio . STRATIFIED PULL 
. ErIantt' 
Ten Mean Upper Lower Mean Upper Lower 

0.8 2.616x10-3 '2.785%10-3 2.447x10-3 4.06b:10-3 4. 897x10-3 3. 224X1 0-3 

0.85 1.27 x10-2 1.)2 x10-2 1.22 x10-2 1.577x10-2 1.659X10-2 1.494X10-2 

0.9 4.211x10-2 4. 347x10-2 4. 074x1 0-2 4.80)x10-2 5.027x10-2 4. 58Ox10-2 
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